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100 Things to Do in Birmingham Before You Die
A presentation by Verna Gates
Monday, April 9th @ 7 p.m. - Homewood Public Library
Five years ago, Verna Gates accepted a challenge from Alabama Tourism: bring top-level travel
journalists to Alabama to write nice things about us. The first year, she had trouble getting people to even
answer emails or calls, much less get on an airplane. Today, she has a waiting list of people who want to
Feel the Magic!
On April 9, the author of 100 Things to Do in Birmingham Before You Die, will
tell us how she compiled her list of the best in entertainment, recreation,
shopping, food and music in the Magic City and how she enticed many of the
biggest publishers in the nation – and beyond – to feature Birmingham for
their readers.
To date, Verna’s guidebook has brought staff from Smithsonian, Vogue, Marie
Clair, Toronto Star, Boston Globe, USA Today, London Tribune newspapers,
and the BBC – as well as syndicated writers for more than 200 newspapers,
including the Los Angeles Times and the Chicago Tribune. Her journalism
career began as one of the original 50 employees of CNN who worked to
launch the network. She later worked for CNN as a writer/producer and as a
reporter for TIME Magazine.
In 2006, she founded Fresh Air Family (www.freshairfamily.org), a 10,000
member, state-wide organization dedicated to outdoor education. The non-profit offers more than 400
outdoor education programs across the state and served 1,164 kids in its 2016 summer programs, of
those, 60% came on scholarship. In recognition of its excellence in education, Fresh Air Family recently
partnered with Ruffner Mountain to offer field trips at that nature preserve.
A gifted speaker, Verna tells big stories, having twice been awarded the distinction as Biggest Liar in
Alabama – “lies” being Southern-speak for tall tales, of course. She has been selected by VISA as an
official storyteller in the Southern region as part of their literacy program. The Alabama Bureau of
Tourism named Verna “One of Alabama’s Unforgettable Faces for 2003” and The Huntsville Times named
her “An Alabama Treasure.” A nationally-known folklorist, her stories have appeared on NBC’s Nightside,
CNBC National Radio in Canada, Worldwide Television Network, Pulse of the Planet, Voice of America and
others. She wrote and voiced her CD, Renegade Squirrels and Other Nut Cases.

April and May Field Trips
Tour of Kaul Wildflower Garden - Sunday, April 8
John Manion has graciously offered to lead us on a tour of the Kaul Wildflower Garden at the Birmingham
Botanical Gardens on April 8. Please meet at the Blount Plaza at 1:00 p.m. on Sunday, April 8.

Shoal Creek Park - Saturday, April 21
Join us in visiting this lovely park on April 21. Meet Linda Sherk in the Publix parking lot (in the back,
close to the road) at 365 Huntley Parkway, Pelham 35124 at 9:00 a.m. (Huntley Parkway is off County
Road 52E; exit 242 off Hwy 65. Address is 2781 Hwy 119 Montevallo, AL 35115.) The hike is rated easy
to moderate.
This brand new park came into being in November of 2013, when Ms. Elizabeth “Betty” Mahler donated
her family’s 167-acre estate with an antebellum home to the City of Montevallo to be developed into a
public venue. Once part of a larger 800-acre farm owned by the Perry Family, this property is now
cherished as a public historic and recreation site. Shoal Creek runs through the park providing numerous
scenic vistas and areas for enjoying the shoals
A dedicated group of volunteers has developed several trails and has plans for further development. For
more information and a plant list, go to www.cityofmontevallo.com/291/Shoal-Creek-Park. There are
several good restaurants in the area for lunch afterwards.
Questions: Linda Sherk 205-415-1643 or blt111@bellsouth.net.

Cane Creek Canyon – Sunday, May 6
On Sunday, May 6, join the Blanche Dean Chapter of AWS for a trip to see Cane Creek Nature Preserve
near Tuscumbia, Alabama. Meet Linda Sherk in the Barnes & Nobles parking lot (Summit Shopping
Center) at 8 a.m., with hopes of being at Cane Creek Nature Preserve between 10-10:30 a.m. Bring lunch,
snacks, water, bug spray, walking sticks and dress according to the weather (no open toe shoes).
Directions will be provided. This is a moderate to difficult hike. All who are willing may caravan together.
Cane Creek Canyon Nature Preserve is a 700 + acre plot privately owned and maintained by Jim and Faye
Lacefield. Located in the Little Mountain region of Colbert County, it is open year-round for outdoor
educational and recreational activities. While primarily a day-use area, limited camping is available for
organized groups. Trail maps, hiking guides, and trail signs are provided to aid visitors in having a safe
and successful outing while also protecting the nature preserve. You can check the preserve out on
Facebook under Friends of Cane Creek Nature Preserve (fabulous photos).
Questions: Linda Sherk 205-415-1643 or blt111@bellsouth.net

May 14 regular meeting at the Homewood Library 7pm.

The June 22, 2016 issue of Wild South Magazine showcased the accomplishments of the eight Alabamians – all women --- whose
actions were predominantly responsible for creating the Sipsey Wilderness. Prior to their involvement, the Wilderness Act of 1964
was considered a law affecting only western states. However, thanks to their legislative lobbying, Alabama's Sipsey became the first
wilderness east of the Missisippi. Today there are more than 1 million acres of wilderness in the eastern U.S. Our hearty thanks go
out to these pioneers!

Oops – Make these plants a definite “no buy” !
Recently, we erred by sending you an ad for Tropical Milkweed Seeds that made the seeds sound
very good – until our friends Paulette Ogard and Sara Bright, authors of Butterflies of Alabama, pointed
out that this species of milkweed is actually detrimental to butterflies, as well as an invasive plant in
several parts of the Southeast. The message is clear: let’s stick to our native milkweeds which we know
help our butterflies. Thanks, Paulette and Sara, for setting us straight.
Asclepias curassavica is a tropical species that is not native to the southeastern United States. It is not
even native to the continental United States, yet it has established itself in Florida, Tennessee, Louisiana,
Texas, and California;

Tropical Milkweed is included in the Florida Natural Heritage Program’s Natural Areas Inventory as
an invasive species and listed as a “high priority species for Early Detection and Rapid Response
(EDRD).” The Alabama Plant Atlas notes that it is “commonly cultivated and sometimes escaping.” This
may not sound alarming but according to Dr. Nancy Loewenstein, Executive Director of the Alabama
Invasive Plant Council, based on its biology, Tropical Milkweed has potential to become a problem: “one
of the best predictors of whether a plant will become invasive is if it is invasive somewhere else. This is
especially true if it has invasive tendencies (e.g. a lot of easily spread seed, etc.).” With its ability to selfpollinate and its wind-blown seeds, Tropical Milkweed certainly fits this description.

Well-meaning people choose to plant Tropical Milkweed because they think it helps Monarch
butterflies. But recent studies indicate that A. curassavica is detrimental rather than beneficial to our
Monarch population’s overall health. The problem is that Tropical Milkweed—at least when planted in
warm environments like our Gulf Coast (and further north, depending on the severity of our winters)—
doesn’t die back in the winter like native milkweed does. When presented with a place to lay their eggs
year-round, many monarchs don’t leave it to make the trip to Mexico, and that causes
problems. Researchers at the University of Georgia found that monarchs that did not migrate were more
likely to be infected by the parasite Ophryocystis elektroscirrha (OE), which causes the butterflies to
suffer from wing deformities, smaller body size, reduced flight performance, and shorter adult lifespans.
This is a potentially devastating threat for eastern Monarchs. According to Lincoln Brower, a foremost
Monarch authority, the research proves “absolutely definitively” that tropical milkweed is threatening to
monarchs. Here is a link to an article from Science magazine that explains this problem in more
detail: http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2015/01/plan-save-monarch-butterflies-backfires


SPRING BLOOMS AND BIRDS
PD 205 A NATURAL HISTORY COURSE
SATURDAY APRIL 7, 2018
SAMFORD UNIV. BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
9:00 AM – 1:00 PM
ROOM 242 PROPST HALL,
DR. ELLEN MCLAUGHLIN, INSTRUCTOR
Learn about Birds and Spring wildflowers in a one-day class with a field trip to the Homewood Forest Preserve
and Shades Creek Greenway. Using binoculars (provided) we will identify Spring birds, as well as the
common woodland and roadside wildflowers in bloom. We will then return to the the laboratory and use the
microscope to study flower structure with a special emphasis on the Mint and Composite Families. Bring a
small digital camera and identification books if you have them. A visit to the Samford University Herbarium is
also planned. Counts towards a Natural History Certificate. Instructor: Dr. Ellen W. McLaughlin, Dept. of
Biological & Environ. Sciences, Retired. You may bring a snack or drink but coffee will be available. Cost:
Free. Email Dr. McLaughlin ewmclaug@samford.edu. (205) 595-0806 to register.

ALABAMA WILDFLOWER SOCIETY-BLANCHE DEAN
Minutes of March 12, 2018
Tonight’s meeting was again held at the Homewood Public Library, the throng gathering at about 6:30 p.m. for
the season opener’s Digestion Bash. -See Attendees- It was a night to remember! For starters, our President, Linda Sherk,
was in absentia secondary to a detached retina. Then an unusually powerful microwave precipitated a power outage for
about a ½-hour and revelers were initially ingesting in partial darkness (our treasurer later remedied the inconvenience by
simply flipping a different light switch). Later, one of our speakers, Mr. Wills, had so many brief electrical quirks with his
Power Point program that both his mental health and religious upbringing were in sporadic difficulty. All present survived
and were probably the better for the impediments to routine.
Conventional business commenced at about a minute after 7:00 p.m. It was dues time and many scurried to display
responsibility. Treasurer Ida Gleaton announced that we had $627.85 in the vault. Formal recognition was given to
Linda’s absence (recuperating as per normal). Our compatriot Dr. Ellen McGlaughlin announced her upcoming
wildflower classes. On March 14th she will host a class along with a Sips & Science program including a 1990’s U.S.
astronaut. April 7th she is teaching a wildflower class, in conjunction with a celebration @ Jemison Park. Classes open to
attend either or both, no charge. Ellen’s classes meet @ Samford Probst Hall rm 242 @ 9; after collecting field specimens
the class will return to Probst Hall to use microscopes.
Marty Shulman, Presentations Coordinator, arose to announce our speakers for tonight but he was interrupted to
let it be known that he would be experiencing his 74th birthday three days hence. He then proceeded to introduce Mr. Ken
Wills and Dr. Larry Davenport. Mr. Wills is the president of The Friends of Moss Rock Preserve and prominently known
as a natural resource planner and biologist with the Alabama Environmental Council. Dr. Davenport is a Professor of
Natural Sciences at Samford University in Birmingham, the author of NATURE JOURNAL, and sometimes referred to as
“Papa Cahaba Lily”. Their presentation was a dissection of their 2016 book EXPLORING WILD ALABAMA.
The book was described as “an ecological travel guide”. It is broken down into eleven sections delineating the
state’s physiographic provinces and sub provinces, beginning with the Appalachian Plateau, and ending with the Lower
Coastal Plain. So, so much is referenced, as the Walls of Jericho, a Forever Wild gem with its limestone bowls and sinks,
the Cahaba Lily in Bibb County, the granite outcrops and rare plants on old lava in east-central Alabama, the Black Belt
and its natural prairies over impermeable chalk, the coastal zone with the Mobile-Tensaw Delta, dunes, and birds
seemingly uncountable, etc., etc.
There are visits to about 150 destinations. The sites include state parks and preserves, national monuments and
forests, wildlife management areas, Nature Conservancy and Forever Wild properties, botanical gardens and arboreta,
falls, caverns, and rock cliffs. Given directions simplify discovery.
It is interesting to study how changes in elevation profoundly influence changes in growth. Conservation is
emphasized throughout the discourse. It must be said that this book is a must for those who love the natural world and
who love Alabama for what it is regarding its natural miracles. Long live its message. Much acknowledgement to its
authors!
The much-enjoyed meeting concluded shortly after 8:15 p.m. We will again convene on Monday, April 9, 2018 @ 7:00
p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles E. Gleaton, Recorder

Blanche Dean members
Chris Boles, her daughter
Kathryn, and Larry & Jo
Alice Stephens enjoy
dinner at the Lodge and a
chance to rehash the
day’s sightings after a
trip to Cheaha State Park
on Saturday, March 10.
Park Naturalist Mandy
Pearson led a wildflower
hike and gave an
excellent talk on the
history and natural
resources of the state
park.

.

“Gardening for Wildlife” with the
Blanche Dean Chapter of the AWS
Ruffner Mountain Nature Preserve
March 28
6:00 p.m.
Free
From Mountain Mint to Bottlebrush Buckeye, our
native plants play a key role in our ecosystems.
Come identify and learn about those wildflowers,
trees, grasses and shrubs that have caught your
eye as we explore the world of native plants with
Michelle Reynolds. She will teach how your
garden design can promote biodiversity then we
will take a stroll around the Habitat Garden so
you can check off your “shopping list” of plants to
purchase at the annual Ruffner Mt./Turkey Creek
Plant Sale on April 7th.
https://www.facebook.com/events/16466370354
04484/?active_tab=about

2nd Field Trip
Come join us for the second spring meeting for the state Wildflower Society. The meeting will be held in
Huntsville, Alabama on April 6, 7 and 8. On Saturday morning we will be walking the Dene Matthews Nature
Trail. Joining us will be Harold Holmes, the trillium guy. Within
the nature trail is the Harold Holmes Trillium Garden. Harold
began volunteering in 2006 with the goal of creating a nationallyrecognized trillium display. The garden is a shady sanctuary for
over 30 species of trillium containing almost every known species
from the Tennessee Valley and surrounding regions. The Trillium
Collection in the Harold Holmes Trillium Garden has achieved Plant
Collections Network, PNC (formerly NAPCC) Accreditation. The
collection of 28 Eastern US species and over 200 selected forms
and cultivars is displayed throughout the garden. The afternoon
will be spent walking the Vernon Bush Azalea Trail. Vernon will be
joining us and guiding us through the trail. Vernon propagates and
preserves rare and endangered plants at the garden and Jackson County Park in Scottsboro, Al. His specialties
are native azaleas and rhododendrons. On Sunday morning we will be hiking the Green Mountain Nature
Trail. Directions will be provided at check-in. It is a 1.5 mile walking trail, with picnic tables, covered bridge
and accessible restrooms. The States' largest and oldest Champion Winged Elm Tree stands tall along the
trail. Saturday night we will be enjoying a dinner provided by Big Bob Gibson's Barbeque. Big Bob Gibson's
won several awards for their barbeque. The dinner is $12.00 per person. Please send reservations and
money to Margie Anderton by March 31st. Jennifer Carden from Hudson Alpha Institute for Biotechnology
will be speaking on bar-coding native plants. This will also be held at the Botanical Gardens. The room is
located behind the Butterfly House. If you are coming in on Friday, the Butterfly House is something to see.
Hotel accommodations will be provided by the Hilton Garden Inn which is in close proximity to the gardens. A
block of 15 rooms have been set aside for $103.00 which includes breakfast for two. Call 256-430-1997. Cutoff date is March 10th. Address is 4801 Governor's House Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805.

Plant Blindness
Although plants are the primary basis for life on earth, we do not protect them as we do animals. Few
people realize that in almost every area of law and policy, plants receive inferior protection, attention and
funding. Scientists refer to this phenomenon as Plant Blindness—the inability to recognize the
importance of plants in the biosphere and in human affairs.
Native plants stabilize the food supply. Wild relatives of food plants offer resistance to devastating
diseases like the Irish Potato Famine and 1970s U.S. Corn Blight. Native plant communities also provide
essential habitat for pollinators of food crops. S a v e P l a n t s Save Plants Save P Planet Save ourselves
Plants are Second Class Conservation Citizens The Federal Endangered Species Act (FESA) is the most
powerful legal tool to protect imperiled ecosystems and species in the U.S. However, while the FESA
protects imperiled animals wherever they live, it allows nearly unlimited destruction of most imperiled
plants outside of federal lands. Although more than 50% of species listed under FESA are plants, less than
5% of FESA funding goes to plants. Without full protection and funding protection for plants under the
FESA, the law’s promise to prevent extinction fails, and plant communities and the
The Native Plant Conservation Campaign (NPCC) combats these problems Our Network of Affiliates is the
core of the NPCC. More than 45 native plant societies, botanic gardens and other native plant
conservation organizations with more than 150,000 individual members work together to share
information and expertise and to educate each other, the public, and policymakers about the importance
of native plants.

We all miss our dear friend Jan Midgley, please enjoy this information she
shared recently via email.
Dear all,
So wish I could be with you this spring. I am knee deep in training, field trips and classes.
I am attaching an article on Gillenia that I wrote years ago. You really can tell the 2 species apart by their leaves. I think G.
stipulata is easier in sandstone soils and G. trifoliata in lime based soils. Both occur around B'ham so you can't really go
wrong with either one. They will bloom in shade but get really gorgeous in full sun which I found out when it just appeared
in my front meadow. Probably from dump soil.
Hugs to all,
Jan

Gillenia stipulata

Gillenia trifoliata

Gillenia stipulata & Gillenia trifoliata
If gardeners had advisors as investors do, they would see a big “BUY” beside the
two species of Gillenia found in the eastern US. These are not finicky, ephemeral, one
season plants. They are covered with masses of pink-tinged, white blooms, and they
have superior fall leaf color in shades of red and orange. They will bloom in sun or
shade and are tolerant of a wide range of climate and soil conditions.
Gillenia trifoliata or Bowman’s root differs only slightly from G. stipulata, American
Ipecac. Both have stipules or small leaves subtending the main leaf where it joins the
stem, but these stipules are much larger and more cut on the Ipecac. One barely
notices the small, smooth-edged stipules on Bowman’s root. The flowers may be a bit
larger on Bowman’s root, but one would have to have them side by side to notice the
difference.
The are members of the rose family and are slightly woody in the stem and
crown, but they are completely deciduous and never exceed 3 feet in height. Rose
family plans commonly have alternate, stipulate leaves and regular flowers with 5 petals
and a 5-lobed calyx. In addition, they usually have large numbers of stamens. The
gillenia do not strike one as being rose-like at first because we have become
accustomed to cultivated roses which have extra petals and stiff upright stems. In
species plans, the row of petals is single. This arrangements is true for the gillenia, but
they also have “unrose-like” strappy, unequal petals about 1/2 inch long. The calyxes on
Bowman’s root are reddish and persistent. Multiple flowers on elongated pedicels form
open, terminal panicles. In keeping with the casual inflorescence structure, the
branched stems zigzag slightly and are more or less lax depending on the amount of
sun they receive. More sun means more starch. The overall effect is airy and whimsical
but not weedy.
Botanically, the gillenia are “complete” flowers because they have the requisite 4
floral parts, sepals, petals, stamens and carpels. They are also “perfect” because they
have both male and female parts. Bisexual flowers were deemed perfect by 18th
century botanists because they thought it entirely proper for a stamen to “marry” a
carpel in the same flower. In the next century, botanists learned flowers often
circumvent self-pollination in many different fascinating ways. (For an entertaining and
entirely readable book on the natural history of flowers, read The Rose’s Kiss by Peter
Bernhardt, Island Press, 1999.)
The toothed leaves have 3 parts and are somewhat oval but very elongated and
pointed (oblanceolate). In Gillenia trifoliata, the leaves are finely toothed and in G.
stipulata, they are doubly toothed, especially the lower leaves. The leaves appear
stalkless against the stems. In early summer the medium to dark green leaves form a
fairly uniform backdrop against which the milky way of starlike flowers shines. In youth,
a plant may have only 1-2 stems, but the numbers increase with age. On older plants,
he bark on the stems is tan to cinnamon in color. It can even curl and peel a bit adding
to the fall leaf show.
The torturous, pale tan “roots” have dormant buds on them so they are really
rhizomes or underground stem material with smaller true feeder roots. Theoretically any
rhizome can be used for winter “root” cuttings but I have not tried it on these species.
The light brown seeds are wrinkled and hard. They are ripe and can be collected
from mid-August to mid-September. The follicle is woody with sharp points. Each follicle

has 5 compartments ,and I usually harvest about 2 seeds from each chamber.
Both of the species are called Indian Physic because concoctions of the whole
plant or of the bark were used by Native Americans to elicit vomiting or in smaller doses
as a tonic. Do you have a bottle of ipecac in your medicine cabinet for use in case your
child ingests poison? The origin of that ipecac was Gillenia stipulata (unless the
pharmaceutical companies have learned to produce it synthetically.) Gillenia stipulata in
tea form is reputed to have a slightly stronger emetic effect then G. trifoliata, but both
were used as emetics and as a tonic. A poultice of the bark was applied to any swelling
whether a sting or a rheumatic joint.
Both species can be found in most of the eastern United States except for
tropical Florida. They are unlikely to be found in the Coastal Plain and Bowman’s Root
is sometimes called Mountain Indian Physic because it can be found at elevations up to
4500 feet.
Gillenia stipulata seems more tolerant of a dry pine, oak, hickory woods than G.
trifoliata which thrives in rich beech, oak, tulip poplar woods. Gillenia trifoliata occurs on
fairly basic soils. In cultivation, they seem to have a broad pH range.
Although both will bloom lightly in heavy shade, the entire plant habit is more
open and thin in low light, In half a day of sun or filtered light, the lignin in the stems
develops and the stems become stiffer. More light also encourages thicker vegetation
with richer coloration and heavier flowering. They will even thrive in full sun if given
adequate moisture. Whether morning or afternoon, a half day of full sun is fine in the
mid-Atlantic area and upper south. Open shade with good moisture would be essential
for success in the lower south.
Improve clay soils with mineral particles (coarse sand, granite bits, pea gravel)
and humus. Average moisture is adequate but extra moisture is appreciated. Plans do
not require division, a lucky thing since the crown of a mature plant is quite woody. In
good, moist humus, plants may self seed.
To my eye gillenia looks best planted in masses. Use odd numbers and space
plants about 2 feet apart.
For perennials, the gillenia species have generous sized seeds perhaps because
the contain endosperm. They retain viability in dry storage for many years, whether
stored at room temperature or in the refrigerator. They require a 3 month cold moist
period before they will germinate at 70 ̊. One can provide the cold stratification either in
the refrigerator or outside if the outdoor temperatures are consistently below 40 ̊. To
cold treat in the refrigerator, place the seeds in a recloseable plastic bag with a
tablespoon or two of coarse sand and about 10 drops of water. After the seeds have
completed the cold period and are exposed to temperature around 70 ̊, they will
germinate in 1-2 weeks. I often use year old seeds and get excellent germination, better
than I get with younger seeds. Plants bloom the second year.
Gillenia species offer more than just butterfly-like flowers and colorful foliage. If one
is interested in the web of life around us, watch for small bees which are likely
pollinators. Wild turkey also eats the seeds of both species.
SOURCES: Sunlight Gardens…Pine Ridge Gardens…First printed Spring 2001, The Woodland Gardener.

Annual dues support the cost of our meeting room and speakers, our field trips and the
newsletter. Although membership dues are accepted throughout the year
monies are formally collected at the annual pot luck meeting in March.
If you would like to pay your dues, please make your check payable to
Blanche Dean Chapter – AWS and send it to our treasurer:
Ida Gleaton - 3201 Argonne Forest Lane - Duncanville AL 35456
Individual Membership is $10; Family Membership is $15
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Blanche Dean Chapter would like to offer the opportunity to join the
Alabama Wildflower Society, our state organization.

Individual Membership is $10; Family Membership is $15
Please make check payable to: Margie Anderton, 271 Co. Rd 68, Killen, AL 35645
Or include it with your Blanche Dean dues check and we will give it to the state AWS society.

visit us on facebook as
Blanche Dean Chapter of Alabama Wildflower Society
or on our website: www.alabamawildflower.org
President - Linda Sherk
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